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Results

Carbon Stars as Tracers
Ibata et al. (2001) used carbon stars to first indicate the extent of the tidal streams being torn from
the Sagittarius (Sgr) dwarf spheroidal. The streams have since been found in a wide range of
tracers: main sequence, horizontal branch, giants, red clump, etc. We revisit carbon stars for the
following reasons: 1) Since Ibata et al., many new carbon stars have been identified; and 2) a new,
and (almost) all-sky variable survey, the Catalina Surveys, is available.
We used Catalina to identify LPV (long-period variable) carbon stars. Period04 was employed to
derive period and amplitudes, where the Catalina data is sufficient. Period-luminosity relations,
from carbon stars in the LMC, are then employed to estimate absolute magnitudes and hence
distances to our sample stars. Our final sample comprises 121 LPV carbon stars, shown as solid
black circles in Figures 4 and 5, which we compare to the canonical Law & Majewski (2010)
[LM10] simulation.
Fig. 1
Catalina Surveys: They cover most of
the sky, excluding the Galactic Plane,
and Celestial Poles. The main bodies
of the LMC and SMC are also
omitted, due to crowding. The number
of observations is indicated by colour
coding. The survey extended over
several years aiding study of LPVs.

Fig. 2
Sample of nine light curves, from the
Catalina Sky Survey, for the carbon stars of
satellites of the Milky Way,. Left: The x-axis
represents the Modified Julian Date (MJD)
from 53400 to 56700 days. The y-axis
represents magnitude in the Catalina system,
where each tick indicates an integer value,
allowing an estimate of the amplitude of the
period. Centre: A folded light curve over two
periods, with the period fit labelled. Right: A
plot of the power spectrum (scaled to the
maximum power). The chosen period is
indicated by a red cross, and the value of the
power is labelled.

Carbon stars without
published velocities. We
have a campaign underway to observe these.

1) Two carbon stars
associated with Pisces
Overdensity (far right).
2) Two carbon stars in
‘Gemini Arm’, possible
site of true trailing
apocentre.
3) Single carbon star
beyond leading arm
apocentre. Other tracers
also suggest that a feature
here, possibly an
extension of the
apocentre.

TriAnd

Two carbon stars at ~
30 kpc, with similar
VGSR,. Close to
Starkenburg Group 6.

Fig. 4
Location of carbon LPVs in relation to the LM10 model (small points) for the last wrap; showing
the leading (green) and trailing (red) arms. Top panel: RA against the radial velocity (with
respect to the Galactic Standard of Rest: Vgsr). Carbon stars without radial velocities are
illustrated by red crosses at VGSR=333. Middle panel: RA against heliocentric distance. Stars with
a heliocentric distance > 100 kpc are marked with outer circles − it can be seen that these lie
exclusively near the Sgr orbital plane. Bottom panel: RA against Dec. The red dotted line is the
Galactic Plane and the black dotted lines are 15°; within this region of the Galactic Plane,
Catalina Survey data are not available The limits in declination also correspond to the Catalina
limits. The rough regions of TriAnd (blue polygon) and Hercules-Aquila Cloud (black polygon)
are also shown. The blue dotted curves show the ecliptic, ±10°, indicating the region of the MLS
survey used by Drake et al. 2013.

Fig. 3
Spectra for carbon stars with SDSS data. The
left panels show the full spectrum for 4000Å −
9000Å, and the right panels show the
corresponding region for 4000Å − 5000Å,
where the G-band sits at ~4300Å.
The spectra of the four stars with distances
greater than 100 kpc show them to be AGB
carbon stars, with Balmer emission and
strong band-heads. They also show no
evidence of the G-band feature which would
indicate that they are the less luminous CH
carbon stars.

Summary
Our data suggest that the majority of the LPV carbon stars are associated with the Sgr dSph and its
tidal arms. Radial velocities would significantly help in assigning them to not only Sgr, but also to
either the leading or trailing arms.
The lack of carbon stars in the region of the apocentre of trailing arm, predicted by LM10, is
significant. Belokurov et al. (2014) have proposed that the Gemini Arm (seen in RR Lyrae in the
centre panel of Fig. 4) is the true location of the apocentre. Our results are consistent with this
view. However, we might have expected to find more than two carbon stars.
We find one carbon star sitting beyond the leading arm apocentre (feature 3) located just in the
LM10 arm model, on the sky. The presence of other tracers in this region, and at distances between
60 and 100 kpc, has been reported. There may be a feature beyond the Sgr leading arm apocentre.
It may be associated with Sgr, or possibly be related to totally different accretion event.
TriAnd is revealed in carbon stars as a narrow linear feature, within the large region outlined by
Rocha-Pinto et al (2004).
Two carbon stars sit near Starkenburg’s group 6 − although recent RR Lyrae data finds no obvious
feature in this region.
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Fig. 5
Location of carbon LPVs in relation to the LM10 model (small points) for the last wrap; showing
the leading (green) and trailing (red) arms, as seen in X, Y and Z coordinates. The Sun is 8.5
kpc from the Galactic Centre. The dotted black lines illustrate the cone of avoidance due to the
Catalina Surveys reaching down ±15°. Those stars attributed to key halo substructures, in
addition to Sgr, are indicated with surrounding symbols. For clarity, we only show the region
within 120kpc of the Galactic Centre, hence a few very distant stars are not seen on these
plots. Two stars at [X,Y] ~ −50, −50] are probably C sequence stars that have been wrongly
classified as C’, by our selection cuts, and are likely closer.

